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Graphic Designer, Illustrator, Animator, Multimedia Developer

Recommendations
Joe Schultz Multimedia - Owner
“When Joe responded to my request for a Graphic Artist, I couldn't have known how
smooth our working relationship would become. Joe is a great communicator,
extremely reliable, efficient and creative with his work. I highly recommend Joe to
others, he will ask the right questions, propose ideas and when the milestone arrives,
you will be thrilled!”
~ Susan Ogilvie-Bailey - Principal, Bailey & Associates
“Joe is easy to work with and very creative. His work is professional, always on time,
and just what my clients are looking for. I've worked with Joe on several projects,
large and small, from PPT templates to graphics design and development for extensive
flash. Although Joe takes directions well it is certainly not necessary to provide
detailed instructions. He takes a concept and creates the graphics needed to express
that concept expertly. Every project we've worked with has been on time and on
budget. I highly recommend Joe.”
~ Dru Matthews - Owner, HD Productions
“Joe has been great to work with on all levels. His creativity, vision and ability to help
guide projects have been key attributes that have contributed to the success of our
working relationship.
~ Steve Byers - CEO at EnergyLogic Inc.
“Joe designed and built an excellent web site based on my requirements. The layout,
design, and navigation features are stunning. Joe is detail-oriented, innovative, and
reliable in his work. I am very happy with the results and highly recommend Joe
without hesitation for anyone considering creating a new web site or rebuilding an
existing one.”
~ Eric Lindberg - Professional Travel Writer/Photographer
“Joe Schultz redesigned and reprogrammed our website www.cloud9villas.com. He
gave the project all the personal attention required until the site was complete to our
mutual satisfaction. He was determined that we would “go live” with a product of
which we were all proud. He is patient, creative, easy to work with and delivered good
results promptly. We highly recommend him for website design. It was a pleasure
working with him!
~ Allen Glenn - Owner at Cloud Nine Villas

Multimedia Consultant - Kaiser Permanente
“I used Joe to design my website when I had a small business and I worked with him
on many projects at Kaiser. He is incredibly creative, skilled, and talented in many
areas from website design to graphics to designing educational curriculum. I can't say
enough good things about Joe and his many talents.”
~ Tracy Burke - Project Manager at Kaiser Permanente, Colorado

Art Director at Video Professor
“I had the pleasure of working with Joe Schultz as a colleague at Video Professor for
seven years. Joe managed a group of graphic artists in the Production Department at
the company.
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Joe’s ability to produce high quality work consistently and on time made him a
valuable asset to the team. He was particularly respected for his creative approach to
design and his skills in bringing fresh, visually pleasing artwork to the company’s line
of e-learning products. Joe brought a fresh, new look to many of the lessons and
proficiently managed his group during the process of implementing those changes into
various products. As a result, his work won several industry design awards.
Joe is also highly adept at designing web sites. He has created sites for a variety of
businesses and provided each of them with a professional and compelling online
presence. The layout, navigation, and overall appearance of these sites make them
easy to browse and find information.
I recommend Joe without hesitation for a position within the fields of e-learning,
graphic design, and computer-based education. His ability to problem-solve, combined
with his attention to detail, strong work ethic, and friendly personality would be an
asset to any company.”
~ Eric Lindberg - Senior Writer/Editor at Video Professor
“Joe is an incredibly creative artist. I have worked with him on many projects and his
design and concept ideas amaze me. He always had an idea to bring to the table to
help enhance the look and feel of all projects.”
~ Michael Dewar - Senior Project Manager at Video Professor

Multimedia Programmer at Aegis Creative Communications
“Joe and I worked close together at Aegis Creative Communications. At the time I
was the Art Director designing Websites and Interactive CD’s. Working with Joe was a
pleasure. He was always quick to answer any questions related to programming. Joe’s
in depth knowledge of what he was doing, always made it easy to create exciting and
complex projects. I am sure that anyone who works with Joe would be quick to say the
same.”
~ David Dillon - Manager at Parsons

To see more recommendations, please connect with Joe on LinkedIn at
http://www.linkedin.com/in/joeschultzmultimedia.

